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 iso SiO: use the search bar, or read through the links at the bottom of that page SiO: any reason you don't want to use the one in
the repos? ducasse, yes I read, I want to use a bootable ISO its just I have no CDs or flash media im on a VMWare right now
trying to do this but no luck SiO: then create a bootable usb, or dvd. ducasse, i have a usb stick for that i just want to know if
there is a bootable ISO for it its for an external usb hard drive SiO: not in the repos, sorry ok, so I need to make one SiO: or

maybe not, i'm not sure. well, thank you ill do it SiO: most of the other answers to this problem say "burn a bootable usb". what
do you do to create bootable usb sticks? well, actually this is an USB drive and its a Live USB I think that is what I need to be
able to do do you have access to a PC and an os that can write to the stick? i have a PC, and a Ubuntu live USB i see. well, you
can't boot a live cd or usb from a usb drive, i don't think. yeah, I already told you that :/ hmm, ok. so the only option i can think
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of is to back up your data and install fresh. I think it is a pretty important project for me to upgrade, so I would like to do it in
the way that I don't lose anything important you could always create a live usb stick and install via that, but that'll take a bit of

time if you don't have much on it. well, its not really important, but it would be pretty nice to be able to take 520fdb1ae7
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